
Dear Chaperones, 

Our ELC adventure week is arriving quickly.  Both the kids and the staff are very excited for our 
field trip, and we hope you are too.  We are starting to make schedules and lists in order to have 
the week run smoothly.  There are a few “jobs” that all chaperons will need to fulfill while at 
ELC.  They include:  

         Supervising a group of 15-20 students with another adult during activities.  
         1-2 days of kp (kitchen patrol)  
         Supervising dorm rooms   

  
We also have a couple of jobs that require a few volunteers.  They are:  
Bus-Loading Coordinator: We are asking a veteran chaperon to be a point-person to let other 
parents know where to load their children’s luggage and remind students which bus they would 
be riding.  You would be asked to do the same on Friday when we are packing up to go home. 
You would receive a copy of each bus’s manifest in order to help direct the flow.   
Bus Lead:  Before we leave the school, take the attendance of students and parents on your bus.  
We will be stopping at a rest stop outside of Duluth.  At the rest stop, let kids know that they are 
not to use the vending machines.  (This allows us to be fair and arrive at ELC in time for lunch.)  
You would also have to take attendance before we leave the rest stop.  Attendance has to be 
taken when we leave ELC on Friday and again at the rest stop on the way home.  
Evening Activity Supervisor:  The staff at ELC asks that adults from the attending schools lead 
small-group activities during the evening.  The activities include crafts, environmental 
education, or a night hike.   All of these activities come with a detailed instruction manual and 
any materials you may need.  We ask that you teach an activity on only one of the four nights.  
You would lead the group you are normally chaperoning.  
 
 
Please let us know which “duty” you would prefer leading, and we will do our best to make that 
possible. 
Thank you, 

WMMS Staff and Students 

 

 

_________________________________                       _________________________________ 
            Parent’s Name       Student’s Name 
 
_____  I would prefer to be the “Bus-Loading Coordinator”, both at school and ELC. 
 
_____  I would prefer to be a “Bus Lead”, both to and from ELC. 
 
_____  I would prefer to lead an activity one night during the week. 


